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You still have 13 (~lore issues of
Daily Lobo Want Ads
before closed week and
Christ... as/Se ... ester break!
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Barry's Electronic
Repair
505 San Pedro SE 265·0335
FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S
with valid UNM JD
We tepatr stereos, tv's, tapes. and
h.;tve elect:onJo parts 1n stock
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ENGINEERING COURSES
FOR NON-ENGINEERS
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Fast St·tviet•. {)ualit~ and
Sh le at HcasonahiC' Cost

Casey Optical Co.
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fi,,,, \\ ,.,, ,.f (_ ""'' lln,,ll Dnol!''

Lomas al \\ ashinglon • 265-81H6

Why Just
An Ordinary
Sandwich?
When you can have a Schlotzsky at

TYPIST - 24 HOUR SliRVICE iBM Selectric 11.
.lean, 2!iS·tJ426. affcr4:00rtii,
J~i(ll

!-"ASf ACTURAiE.f'VPING, 26(,•J9.SJ.

E:\'CH
ENGH
E:-.:GB
E!'.'GH
ENGH
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OUf t ·\R I.ESSONS At l ~tyfcil-. M:1rc'~ Ouitdr
Smtlio 255·5886.
tfn
QA rYJ>iNG SEKVIC'E. A complete typing and
ctliwriul ~~·~tent. Tc~hulc~l. ge11crfil Jc-~u\1, nlccicuL
<.dmlil\li~:. Chrtrtsllltd l~!_blcs. J45•'il25.
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In response lo a growing need for information on technology,
tl1e Collcgl' of Engineering is offering the following courses for
non-technical students next semester. These courses are designed for studl•nts in the humanities, social seienct'S, arts, and
t'<lu,•ation. Onlv a minimal amount of mathematics is usl'<l
when needed
explain basic principles. All courSL'S arc for 3
credit hours and graduate credit 1s allowed except for
cugim•ering majors. Further information may he obtained
from tlw l.INM Bulletin or the Engineering College Office.

EMPl,OYMENT

11, 17

Non !Ill r 1'!-iOHI. Rea~onnhlc daily and weekly
roiC'>. J112 Ccntr;tl Sf'. Nt:'ar liNM. Pht•me 2SS·3 112

Var~in·· Hau~r 141 ColumbiaSI!.
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Sandwich Shops
Just One Sandwich .••
It's That Good

2114 Central SE
(1/2 block West of Yale)

842-9597

Five years and two thousand
hours may seem like a long time to
become a registered pharmacist.
But that's what it takes, says Dr. G.
Philip Lehrman, assistant dean of
college of pharmacy.
Before a person may become a
pharmacist, the New Mexico state
board requires that the student have
field experience of at least 2000
hours. The 2000 hours may be
completed
before or after
graduation, but must be completed
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Today is Disabled
Awareness Day.
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Call ahead for Quicker Service and Carry-Outs
Open 7 days a week

TDDAY'S CI\DSSWDBD PUZZLE
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• Manner
::, 01ll

!'H~f'(15

10 Bend
~-1

lrnnwdtdlf;ly

15 Meal cui
16 WoodwmtJ
II Chana!
route

18 Sen<.•tiV!'
20 Sullenly
22 F1nal

23 Fewer
24 Small
amount
25 Dance
28-- Lebanon
32 Judge ol Israe I
33 M1l1tary
award
35 Conlract
36 ThomasEdison
38- Runyon
40 Annoyance
word
41 Campus figures

43 Smger
45- of consent
46 Mead base
48 Window
parts
so Greek god

51 Dole
52 Jeweler "
UflltS
55 St1lled
59 Male leaturP 2 words
61 lnsh nver
62 Snack
63 Does household work
64 Traclors·
Slang
65 Mam character
66 A111mal shelters
67 Frenz1edly
DOWN
1 Mutilale
2 Informed. Inlormal
3 Thmker or
4 S•gr. up
5 Stopped
6 Holiday
songs
7 Simple
8 Cookbook
abbr.
9 Wooden
I 0 Encouraged
11 Newspaper
Hem
12 Alfeclion
13 Horned an1mal
19 Of birth
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24
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Appear
Fruit
Strand
Metal mixture
27 Subsisted
28 African animal
29 SingerVaughn
30 American Indian
31 Entertains
34 Goes out
with
37 ""I'm--,
Aren't We
Ait?""
39 Having no

"

snout
Arranges
Appraise
Collage
Roman philosopher
51 Aulhor
A.A.52 Vehicles
53 Passage
54 N.z. timber
t1ee
55 Detect
56 Stuff
57 Within:
Comb. form
58 Office item
60- tem

42
44
47
49
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in order to be a registered pharmacist, until then, the would-be
pharmacist is just a student with a
degree.
The state law requires before
licensure, one must be a graduate of
an accredited college of pharmacy
(which UNM is) and must have
completed one year of internship.
"Before a student is eligible for
an intern program through the
college of pharmacy, the student
needs to have completed 30 hours,"
said Lehrman.

J

i

l
.I

POULSEN PHOTO

The NM state Pharmacy Board requires that pharmacists
complete 2000 hours as interns for licnesure.
The NM State Pharmacy Board requires that pharmascists
complete 2000 hours as interns forlincensure.

Leon ids
to shower
on Friday

Group aids
•
prisoners
By JANA ASPIN
A man is imprisoned because he is a homosexual, and another is imprisoned because he is Catholic.
These are only two examples of political prisoners.
Amnesty International works for the release of these people; men and ·
women imprisoned for their beliefs, color, language, ethnic origin, sex or
religion. The group supports these prisoners provided they haven't used or
advocated violence. A.!. calls these people "prisoners of conscience."
Albuquerque's A.l. chapter, Group 101 has about 50 me.mbrs. S!x of
them are UNM students. This group is one of 1100 orgamzed national
groups in 33 countries. There are more than 100,000 members in 78
countries. The Albuquerque chapter was formed four years ago. The
student chapter was formed this semester.
Members of A. I. write letters to the prisoners. Jody Butterfield, a parttime UNM student and member of Group lOt said the letters don't usually
reach them. Letters are also written to families of prisoners. Others are
written to government officials asking them to help release the prisoners.
The Group 101 is currently working on the case of M'Barek Touil. In
1972 Touil, a lieutenant in the Moroccan Air Force, had been ordered to
load rockets on fighter planes. The fighter planes were to a!Iegedly attack
the plane of Morocco's King Hassan upon his return trip from France.
Touil tried to stall the loading. Moroccan officials learned of the alledged
attack and arrested everyone on the base. Touil was handed down a 20year sentence. His family hasn't heard from him since.
A. I. Group 101 is looking for more UNM students to join. "We'd like to
have more people to help," said Butterfield. The group meets once. a
month. The next meeting will be held at 715 Princeton SE. Anyone Interested may attend.

Termination possible
for Andean Center
By CARRIE SWANSON
The Andean Center (the UNM program in Quito, Ecuador) is having
funding problems, Provost McAlliste.r Hull said.
.. ,
.
Director of the Andean Center program and the Latm Amencan Center,
Dr. Marshall Nason, said the termination of the program is a "very
definite possibility."
. ·
Hull said the state of New Mexico does not count the credit hours earned
by students at the Andean Center when allocating funds to UNM,
Nason said the UNM receives approximately $2,000 per student each
year from the state. If 35 students attend the Andean Center UNM loses
$'70,000 state allocations.
.
.
. ..
.
Garth Hansen, assistant director of the Latin American Center, said that
the net cost to UNM for the Ecuadorian program was approximately
$50,000 in the 1977-78 school year.
. .. .
..
.
In addition to the cost of the program, UNM loses some state fundmg.
Nason said that UNM is negotiating with the Board of Educational
Finance to include Andean Center stUdents in the number of UNM
students. Nason said that funding problems "have been a thorn in our
sides from the verY inception."
'
The administration will hold a midyear review of the program. Nason
said this will be the "determination for an extended lease on life or ter•
mihation."

After the 30 hours have been
fulfilled, the student may then seek
a prospective employer and or
supervisor who is a registered
pharmacist and has heen practicing
for at least one year.
An affidavit is signed by the
supervisor which states the number
of hours completed by the intern.
After the student has finished his
internship, lte must register with the
New
Mexico
state board.
Thereafter, his license must be
renewed every year.
Beginning July I, 1979, the
pharmacist will be required to
complete five hours of continuing
education. lly Ju)y l, 1981 and
thereafter on the first of July, the
pharmacist will be required to
complete a minimum of 15 hours of
continuing education.
Joe Zipp, a pharmacist at
Coronado shopping center said,
"We've been employing interns for
15 years and I think it's great. We
help the interns and they help us."

By PENELOPE WRONSKI
Look at what's in the sky for
you! Michael Zeilik, assistant
professor of physics and astronomy
said, "there will be a meteor shower
of Leon ids on Nov. 17."
"Leonids are meteors from the
constellation Leo. Approximately
10 to 15 Leonids can be seen falling
from the sky at about two hours
before dawn," said Zeilik.
Leonid showers are very unpredictable. In 1966, 100 Leonids
per hour could be seen falling from
the sky. In the 1960s there was a
meteor shower of I ,000 Leonids per
hour.

POULSEN PHOTO

Dead
lamp

This lamp post in the north
parking lot fell or was
knocked over, blocking
several parking places.

Graduates need to pay
fee to get transcripts
Students who are ready to graduate in December but who didn't pay
their $10 graduation fee on the Nov. 10 deadline, will have no problem
graduating, said Kathy Chavez, the graduation clerk.
"Their official transcripts will not be released until they pay their
fee;'' Chavez said, "but it doesn't affect their graduation."
Chavez said December graduates have until the elld of the semester
to pay their fee and get their official transcript or they may pay the fee
later and hold off on pickihg up their transcript.. . . . .
. .
December graduates will have to wait until May 13 to go through
commencement exercises, Chavez said.

Zeilik said, "the planet Jupiter
can be seen in the constellation of
Cancer. Jupiter will start to be
visable four hours after sunset and
become bright at midnight in the
eastern sky. "
"In December Venus will be a
bright morning star, which will be
the brightest thing in the sky except
for the sun and the moon," said
Zeilik.
'''fhere will also be a Gem enid
meteor shower on December 13,
There will be 50 to 60 Gemenids
faUing an hour. Theywlllbe visable
two hours before dawn, although
there may be trouble with visabiiity
due to a full moon,'' said Zeilik.
Also, in December two satellites
will begin sending information back
from the planet Venus.
The UNM campus observatory
will have their 15- inch telescope
focused on the globular star cluster
M i 5 which is located in the
constellation Pegasus. The 8· inch
telescope wlll be trained on a
double-double star Epsilon Lyrae in
the constetlation Lyrae. The ob"
servatory will be open on Friday,
from 7:30 to 9:30p.m.
.
The observatory is located two
blocks north of Lomas on· Yale
Admission is free.
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World Ne·ws.
Mideast talks continue
WASHINGTON (UPI)--A
'poke;man for the Mideast peace
talks said Monday negotiations
have not been suspended and both
Fgypt and Israel actively are
consiclering a compromise U.S.
Proposal.
All bough reports from the
Middle East suggested negotiations
were close to a total breakdown,
con rcrc nee spokesman George
Sherman said both sides have
assmed him that "tl\ere has been no
decision taken to Sll.spcnd the
talks."
It was announced in Jerusalem
the top Israeli delegates to the
Washington peace talks-Foreign
Minister Moshe Dayan and Defense
Minister Ezer Weizman-would
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CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY
EMPLOYMENT
Unique professional
opportunities
are
available for those
graduating in June or
August 1979 in the
following fields:
Economics
Electrical & Electronic
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Computer Science
Chemistry
Physics
*Political Science
• Foreign Languages
*Foreign Area Studies
*Journalism
*International Relations
Geography

*Graduate Students
Preferred.
All assignments are ih
Langley, Virginia. Some
require foreign travel. U.S.
citizenship is required.
Send Resume To;
P.O. Box 10748,
Edgemont Branch,
Golden, Colorado 80401

Resume
Applications
must be mailed
by November 24, 1978
An Equal
Opportunity
Employer

rctwrn home for a cabinet debate
Thursday. The Egyptian government announced the recall of its
acting Foreign Minister, Butros
Ghali, for consultations.
But un Egyptian spokesman said
Ohali would return to Washington
and that the the Chief Egyptian
delegate to the negotiations,
Defense Minister Kamal Hassan
Ali, is staying in Washington for
further talks.
SIJCrman
said
the State
Department has been in touch with
the U.S. ambassador in Egypt,
Herman Eilts, and the Egyptian
delegation in Washington, and both
assured the department "there has
been no decision taken to suspend
the talks."
Over the weekend the United
States proposed a compromise on
matters that have kept Israel and
Egypt from signing the peace treaty
they are trying to negotiate, and
President. Carter telephoned both
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin and Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat about it.
At the White House Monday,
Press Secretary Jody Powell was
asked whether the personal calls
had resulted in any progress on the
negotiations.
"That remains to be seen,"

Powell said, adding Carter had not
sought commitments from either
leader.
"He obviously wished to discuss
the remaining issues that stand
between peace between Egypt and
Israel."
After Carter's calls, Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance met with Begin
for more than two hours in New
York and Powell said Vance
personally had given Carter a
rundown.
Conference spokesman Sherman
said the American proposal now
before Sadat and Begin deals with
the matter negotiators call linkage
- how or whether an IsraeliEgyptian peace settlement will
include references to an overall
Middle East settlement.
The issue has been under
discussion for more than four
weeks and both the Israeli and
Egyptian
governments have
rejcctec\ earlier compromises agreed
by their negotiators in Washington.
Conference sources said the latest
U.S. proposal calls for Israel and
Egypt to commit themselves to
further negotiations when they sign
a peace treaty, but the commitment
would be made in a separate
document.

ATTENTION

PRE-PHARMACY STUDENTS

Teamsters
•
1gnore
steel strike

Applications are available m Room 183, Pharmacy/Nursing Building or at the UNM Testing
Division.
For additional information, contact:
Dr. Kenneth H. Stahl
Room 1S3or 185, Pharmacy/Nursing Building
Phone 277-2625
Dr. Kenneth H. Stahl
Room lS3 or 185, Pharmacy/Nursing Building
Phone 277-2625

By KARIN STANGL
Representatives of UNM faculty, administration, and alumni will be
visiting several New Mexico high schools this month as part of an
Ambassador program to recruit students to attend UNM.
Marvin ''Swede" Johnson, Administrative Vice President of Student
Affairs and program coordinator, said the purpose of the program i> to
meet potential students and their pare.nts and inform them about UNM.
Teams of four to six representatives have already visited 15 cities the past
two months and are scheduled to visit eight cities this month.
The teams give presentations on such things as l!Ctivitics, academic
opportunities, financial aid, and student life on campus.
Johnson said the program, which has been in operation four years, has
drawn larger atlendance this year than previous years. He said one posoiblc
reason for the increase this year is that 9,500 invitations were sent to all
graduating seniors in the communities. In previous years letters were sent
only to seniors who had demonstrated an interest in UNM. Anotl1er rea1on
is that more alumni in the communities have become involved in the
program.
Recruiting programs for Albuquerque high school students are being
scheduled for January.

SBI plans forum
FISHER PHOTO

sense.''

Terrorists
hit again
ROME (UP!) - A terrorist
ambush squad pumped 11 bullets
into the legs of a retired prison
physician in Milan Monday, and
police in Naples said they were near
an important breakthrough in their
hunt for Red Brigades urban
Guerrillas.
The ambush of Dr. Mario
Marchetti, 65, came as authorities
in Naples charged a man and a
woman with the killing last
Wednesday of a magistrate and his
two bodyguards.
Police sources said the in·
vestigation of last week's killings
was progressing speedily and that
important links had been found
between the latest wave of terrorist
violence and the Red Brigades
members charged with killing
former Premier Aldo Moro last
May.
Marchetti, who retired as health
director of Milan's San Vittore
prison on Oct. 5, was gunned down
as he left his apartment to pick up
his car from a garage.
Witnesses said two men and a
woman took" part in the ambush.
The woman and one of the men
drew 7 .65mm Beretta semi"
automatic pistols and fired
repeatedly into Marchetti's legs,
then all three calmly walked away,
Marchetti had II wounds, three
in the right leg and eight in the left.
Doctors said he was in a state of
shock and estimated he would be
hospitalized for two months.
Shortly after the attack, an
anonymous telephone caller told
the Italian news agency ANSA it
was carried out by a group known
as the Communist Attack Squads.

(PCAT),
Date of 'fest: February 10, 1979
Place: UNM Testing Division
Deadline for receipt of application:
January IS, 1979

to recruit

DAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania Hitler."
Uganda claimed the enemy had
(UPI) - Uganda's President ldi
been
bloodily repulsed, and said
Amin wen.t to the batncfront
Monday to lead his troops from a many Tanzanian soldiers lost their
command post in the Kagera River li vcs to ferocious crocodiles in the
swampland they have captured tropical river separating the two
armies. Amin's troops said they
from Tanzania..
Despite Ugandan Radio's vivid tape-recorded ''screams of horror"
accounts of Tanzanian troops being as the reptiles attacked their prey.
There was no independent
devoured by crocodiles and tor·
mented by safari ants, there were confirmation of either report.
Amin again tendered an olive
no definitive reports on the
branch
to Tanzania - if his
progress of Tanzania's counterconditions
are met.
offensive to· "destroy" the
Radio Uganda said Ugandan
Ugandan army and unseat Amin.
Tanzanian sources said only that troops would withdraw from octhe battle, more than 36 hours old, cupied territory if Dar Es Salaam
was continuing. The government's agrees to stop interfering with
only official communique since Amin's regime. The stocky dictator
fighting began 15 days ago in the also insisted former Ugandan
marshy Kagera terri tory, a 700- President Milton Obote must
square-mile salient occupied by abandon his exile in Tanzania and
Uganda, vowed Tanzanian troops move to another countrY.
A presidential aide in Kampala
would "destabilize" Amin, who
said
foreign press reports that l ,200
was labeled a "modern day
Libyan troops had arrived in
Uganda to bolster Amin's shaky
regime were "absolutely non·

UPI-A walkout by independent steel haulers was
punctuated by gunfire Monday but
Teamsters Union drivers ignored
both the violence and a call to join
the work stoppage and continued
with scheduled steel deliveries in an
effort to break the strike.
The Fraternal Association of
TEHRAN, Iran (UP!) - Hard line strikers harassed Americans and Steel Haulers went on strike at
other foreign workers Monday at the huge state-run telecommunications midnight Friday but today was to
company of Iran in Tehran and in the southwestern oil fields. According to be the start of the showdown in an
reliable reports.
attempt by FASH to close steel
At the southerll city of Ahvaz, strikers pulled a British worker from his mills "from the East Coast to the
automobile and set it afire. Other demonstrators burst into an American Mississippi River."
home and ransacked it.
Three trucks were hit by gunfire
The only major violence reported was from the city ofLahijan, near the in Pennsylvania and West Virginia,
Caspian Sea, where soldiers fired on a rioting crowd, killing a four-year- four others were damaged by bricks
old boy and two other persons, the reporters said.
thrown from overpasses on the
The army opened fire as rioters wrecked or burned II banks and a Pennsylvania Turnpike and one
number of other stores. Two youths aged 18 and 21 were killed as well as driver for a Pennsylvania steel firm
the child and 22 others were wounded.
was forced to leave his load on the
A major Moslem leader Monday said a large number of government highway by men in three pickup
soldiers "offered their services" in a holy war against the shah, raising the trucks who forced him off the road.
possibility of a split in the military, the monarch's major source of supIn Ohio, spokesmen at several
port.
major truck stops said there were
Ayatollah Sayed Kazem Shariat-Madari said religious leaders had "not fewer number of steel haulers
yet given permission" to soldiers who have asked to participate directly in stopping.
the struggle.
However, the nation's major
He said, however, if the current struggle could not be solved peacefully, steel producers said shipments were
an order for a Jihan (religious war) woulc\ be issued.
continuing. Republic Steel Corp ..
Such an order could split the armed forces into two groups- one ready headquartered in Cleveland and
to ''defend the faith" and the other loyal to the shah's regime, he said.
Armco Steel Corp., headquartered
in Middletown, Ohio, both said
there had been no let-up in shipments of steel.
Bethlehem Steel Corp. in
Philadelphia said steel is being
shipped by all of its plants but in
reduced numbers.
Pickets appeared Monday at the
main entrance to the U.S. Steel
Corp. facility in Birmingham, Ala.
Students who apply for. admission to the College of
but a company spokesman said the
Pharmacy for the 1979 fail semester are required to
FASH pickets did not affect the
plant's operations.
take the Pharmacy College Admission. Test

Americans in Iran
harassed by strikers

Johnson

Amin leads
his troops

A CAREER IN LAW

DENVERPARALEGALINS1lTUTE
will be on campus on
November 16th
Contact your placement office to arrange
a personal interview
Fot information oontact

DENVER PARALEGAL
INSTITUTE
908 Central Bank West
ll08 15th Street
Denver Colo. 80202
303-623-023 7

Water, water
everywhere

City liquid waste workers were called Monday to clear out
drains from the roof and gardens surrounding the city reservoir at Yale and Redondo. A spokesman for Boyle
Engineering, designer of the facility, said an automatic
timing device had malfunctioned and let sprinklers around
the tank run all night causing structural weaknesses in the
planters.

Fellovvships available
Pre-doctoral and post-doctoral
research fellowships to study social
change in Latin America are
available through the InterAmerican Foundation, a UNM
official announced.
Dr. Gerald Slavin, director of the
UNM international programs
office, said the Latin American and
Caribbean Learning Fellowships on
Social Change are open for applicants until Dec. 5.
"Applicants must be able to

write and speak the language of the
country in which they intend to
study," Slavin said. "Doctoral
candidates must have fulfilled all
degree requirements other than the
dissertation at the time of the
award."
He said stipends average about
$550 a month for six to 24 months.
Limited research expenses arc also
available thorugh the program and
the allowance includes transportation and insurance.

Application forms are available
from the Inter-American Foundation, 1515 Wilson Blvd.,
Rosslyn, Virginia, 22209.

Officials from a variety of Albuquerque-area banks who are involved in •
making commercial loans to small businesses have been invited to participate in a luncheon forum hosted by the UNM Small Business Institute
on Thursday,
The institute is a cooperative effort between the UNM Robert 0.
Anderson Graduate School of Management and the federal Small Business
Administration .
"Through the SBI, the Service Corps of Retired Executives, and the
faculty and students of the Anderson· School of Management form a
partnership to provide free management counseling services to more than
60 small business owners and operators yearly," said Peter C. Marks,
student coordinator of the UNM-SB!.
"It is our hope that this luncheon will serve as a forum where ideas and
observations can be exchanged about the small business community and
the means by which the various lending institutions a!ld the SBJ can
collaborate in serving it."
Marks said the institute's management assistnce programs, Which arc
available free, are presently serving 29 small businesses in the Albuquerque
area, ranging from hairstyling to the manufacturing of steel implements.

$88,000 raised
for United Way
More than $88,000 has been raised this year for the University Combined Fund Appeal from contributions to the Albuquerque United Way
and other charitable organizations.
Marvin "Swede" Johnson, Administrative Vice-President of Student
Affairs and fund drive chairman, said UNM faculty and staff contributions for the Albuquerque United Way campaign reached $58,618,
exceeding this year's $58,000 goal. Contributions to charitable
organizations other than United Way reached $29,305.
The University Combined Fund contributions so far total $87,924,
Johnson said, and the final total is expected to exceed $88,000.

HEAO II sky-gazes
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (UP!) - High-powered instruments were
placed in space in a perfect satellite launch Monday and began scanning
pulsars, quasars and black holes previously obscured by the earth's atmosphere.
Pictures beamed back by the satellite were excpected to show the size,
structure and detail of such radiation sources. Testing began Monday
morning, but the sky-gazing equipment will not be fully operational urttil
Thursday.
Blastoff came on schedule at 10:24 a.m. M.D. EST, and al1 AtlasCentaur rocket boosted the HEAO 2 into orbit at 289,5 miles-above earth
-one-tenth of a mile off its expected target.
"The launch was so perfect it was uneventful,'' NASA spokesman Karl
Kristofferson said.
The first HEAO satellite, whose initials stand for High Energy
Astronomical Observatory, blasted into space last Aug. 12. The ne~est
spacecraft is the second in a three-pert program to study the astropbys1cal
system producing X-Rays that cannot be seen by ground" based telescopes
because of earth's atmosphere.
Dr. Robert Friedman, an investigator for HEAO 1, said the first satellite
spotted five times the number of. X-ray producers scie~tists thought
existed. He said the findings include identification of a poss1ble black hole
near the constellation Scorpius.
Black holes are believed to be left over when giant stars collapse inward
as their nuclear fuel is exhausted. Light does not escape from ihe black
holes, scientists say, because the co1lapse compresses the stars' remains
with immense gravity. Astronomers believe they can detect a black hOle's
existence by studying X-rays of its surroundings
.
They are puzzled by the way X-ray emissions from a great b~nd of
objects vary. Among those they will study are quasars, which produce
enormous quantities of energy signals, and the rapidly spinning neutron
stars called pulsars that are thought to send out beams of radiation.
. .----••M
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Engineering institute
planned for Indians
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The Native American Program,
College of Engineering (NAPCOE)
at l.JNM is accepting student ap..
plications for its fifth summer
institute scheduled for July 9
through Aug 3, 1979 on the UNM
campus.
"The institute will help prepare
prospective American Indian
engineering students to enter the
College of Engineering at UNM
and to pursue an engineering
education,"
£aid NAPCOE
director Jim Shorty.
NAPCOE was established at
UNM in 1975. Its purpose is to
increase the number of American
Indian engineers. The program is
geared to provide student supportive s<Orvices such as counseling,
academic advisement and tutorial

Opinion

Mutual awareness
By Debbie Munro
The disabled want to make us aware.
They're certainly aware of us. Those in wheelchairs are aware of the
environment we have created and which we do not question - of stairs
which lock them out; of bathrooms which are too narrow; of doors
which are too heavy to move; of laboratory facilities which are too high;
and of ramps which are dangerously steep. Those who are blind are
aware of cars parked in what should be open pedestrian areas; of
signposts and bicycle racks rising unexpectedly before them; of the
disorientingly featureless Quad; of contstruction pits and steps that
come without warning; and of building after building without braille
room numbers or elevator cues.
People with disabilities are also more immediately, more personally
aware of us - aware of us when we lock them out by parking in the
blue zones reserved for handicapped students I"Oh, it's just for a
minute or two; it won't matter") aware of us when we swoop down the
wheechair ramps on our bikes and skateboards, knocking someone
down in the process; aware of us when we casually use bathrooms and
elevators meant for the handicapped; and aware of us when, after
staring at someone, we turn and whisper just a bit too loudly, "God, I
wonder what happened to herl"
Above all, people with disabilities are most aware of us when we
refuse to become truly aware of them-when we see the wheelchair,
the cane, the hearing aid, the disability rather than the person.
Physical barriers exist. They are real and they are frustrating beyond
belief. The more powerful barriers, however, are the invisible, the
psychological ones. When anyone-professor, student, administrator-assumes that a preson with a disability cannot master a
subject, cannot hold down a job, or cannot play sports simply because
he or she is disabled, he commits an injustice by prejudicing. Such
prejudices, whether they be consciously held beliefs or unconscious'
assumptions, are terribly hard to get rid of because it's terribly hard for
us to first discover and then deal with the powerful fears that underlie
and give rise to such prejudices. The battle against our fears and
prejudices is a constant one for the disabled person.
It's not all bad, however. People with disabilities see some of us in
happier lights. They're aware of those who, without tondescention,
open doors. reach for books on high shelves, fold wheelchairs and lift
them into cars, offer an arm across the Quad, and give blind students
verbal descriptions of qiagrams on the blackboaro. They are aware of
those teachers who try to anticipate the needs of disabled students by
asking qudstions and offering help without having to be prompted to do
so. They're aware of the many people Who give both time and thought
to the problems of making this a more physically and psychologically
accessible campus. And they are aware of those rare people who treat
the disabled as individuals who happen to have a disability. Such
people recognize both the limitations that the disability imposes and the
fact that the disability itself is limited - around, above, beyond the
handicap is a person.
People with disabilities are also aware of the frailty and Strength of
the human body. They call us TABs-temporarily able-bodied-and, in
doing so, remind us that anyone can become disabled either tem·
porarily or permanently.
To help people understand the problems and the compensations of
being disabled, an Awareness Day is being sponsored by Disabled on
Campus. DOC is an organization of disabled and able-bodied students,
staff and interested people which provides information, assistance and
action on such varied problems as financial aid, academic problems,
parking troubles and physical barriers. The members of DOC are also
committed to breaking down the barriers that too often exist between
oisabled students and the rest of the campus population. Tooay a two·
fold attempt at breaking the barriers will occur. First, about 30 selected
members of the University faculty staff. and student body will try to
oiscover what it's like to be disabled by simulating blindness, deafness
or paraplegia.
The SUB Central Bailroom will also be the· scene for continuos
displays, discussions and demonstrations from 8 a.m. to four p.m.
Most important, perhaps, is that students with disabilities will be on
hand to talk about what it means to be in a wheelchair, to be blind, to
be deaf, or to have one of !he more invisible disabilities.
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MECUA will hold a meeting
tonight at 7 at Chicano SLUdics
Building, I 815 Roma.
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f{e said the program currently
has an enrollment of 38 American
Indians representing more than 15
tribes from more than five states.
Shorty said the program will
accept applications for its institute
through April 30, 1979. He said
interested persons should write to
the Director, NAPCOE, College of
Engineering, Farris Engineering
Center, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, 87131. Interested
persons may also call Shorty's
office at UNM.
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All persons who worked as
poll workers in the Oct. 25 ASUNM
election must come to the ASUNM
office prior to Friday to sign the
necessary forms in order to receive
payment.
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Happy impeachment
Editor:
The following message is in respnse to a comment made by CBS
national news commentator, Walter Cronkite, on Tuesday night, Nov.
7, 1978. Cronkite quoted William Clements, Texas gubernatorial
hopeful, as saying that "he IMr. Clements) was not running for
governor of Mejico, thus, he dio not neeQ the Mexican vote."
Judging from Clements' nonsensical and ridiculous remark, undoubtedly, his impertence and indignation was directed at all the US.
citizenry (especially those from Texas) of Mexican descent.
Therein, in defense of our "amigos" south of the border, and in
defense of my people, my friends, and my family,. firstly, I would like to
advise and impress upon Clements not to flatter himself, for the
Mejicanos would never accept him as governor.
Secondly, as far as the Chicanos are concerned, we are well aware
that prudence and wisdom are not his main vitures. Thus, our engaging
in any serious reaction would mean our wasting precious and valuable
time with a person who undisputedly has a "piece of jelly" for a brain.
Suffice it to say that the Clements' situation clearly verifies the an·
tiquatefd political maxim vis a vis "in politics, anybody can run for any
office and anything can get elected.''
Lastly, may Clements have the worst of luck in his most unimpressive
election victOry and may he quickly encounter the "Nixon fate."
Happy Impeachment,
Juan Jose Nunuez Martinez

IN BACk
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During the institute, which serves
as a bridge between high school and
college, prospective students study
English,
mathematics
and
engineering. ln addition, the institute serves to orient the students
to
UNM,
its
advisement,
registration procedures and services, and to the College of
Engineering.
"The student's experience of
making the transition from the high
school to th<O college environment is
dealt with in detail,'' Shorty said.
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MOSCOW (UPI)-The two record-breaking Soyuz 29 cosmonauts
completed the first stage of their readjustment to earth gravity Monday
and prepared to return home to their families on Tuesday.
The official Soviet news agency Tass said cosmonauts Vladimir
·Kovalenok and Alexander Ivanchenkov. Who spent nearly 140 days in
space, were saying farewell to colleagues at the Baikonur Cosmodrome in
Soviet Central Asia and preparing to return to Star City near Moscow, the
Soviet community of cosmonauts.
Tass said, "ln the opinion of physicians, the first and most acute period
of the crews readaptation is completed. No unexpectd changes have been
found in the state of health of the cosmonauts."

Schmidt mending

I

BONN, West Germany (UP I)-West Germany Chancellor Helmut Sch·
midt had an eye operation Saturday to remove a tin glass like substance, the
government said. Monday.
A government spokesman said the eye was healing and Schmidt was at
his desk as usual Monday, although he restricted his schedule.
Two weeks ago the particle flew in Schmidt's left eye injuring the cor"
nea, the transparent tissue forming the outer layer of the eyeball.
At first Schmidt was treated for conjunctivitis, inflamation of the tear
duct, and he wore a patch which he later discarded for dark glasses.

Justifiable questions

Editor"s Note: The LOBO stands by its story.

About people

I

Terra firmer

Editor's Note: William Clements was elected governor of Texas in
fast Tuesday's election.

Eoitor:
Two weeks ago I gave aninterview with the LOBO. The story of Nov.
1 bore little resemblance to that 45 minute talk. I began by stating
exactly what and who CARD represents. Citizens for Alternatives not
(not Against as reported) to Radioactive Dumping is a statewide
coalition of concerned geologists, laWyers, Qoctors, housewives:
teenagers to senior citizens. Groups that have joined CARD range from
neighorhood associations and church groups to Chambers of Com·
merce. These groUps and individuals have come together for one
purpose-to examine and assure the safety of radioactive waste
transportation and dumping. Of all the groups belonging to CARD, only
a few are committed to a "no-nukes'' philosophy. The headline "AntiNukes Respono' is as unfair as it is inaccurate.
In the sixth paragraph of the story, I found what was left of my
statement on the controversy of radiation level safety'. I cited a 1972
report of the NAS stating if levels of ionizing radiation were allowed to
rise to the established "safe'' levels, a rise oHive per Cent in the ill
health of the populace could be expected. This NAS report has little to
do with disposal per se ano was cited to show that if "safe'' leVels cause
this much controversy, then projects Isuch as the WI PPl with areas of
insufficient or incomplete data have even greater associated risks.
Finally, in my statement on radioactive waste transportation, I said
only ten per cent of the material moved to WIPP ill be in the highly
touted Sandia test casks. Unfortunately, part of my statement was
omitted; the piece that remained was untrue. For the record: ninety per
cent of the waste !Up to 1,500 trucks and 1,752 tail cars a year for
twenty years) will come, not in Sandia's casks, but in another form of
protective packaging. This only other licensed container available is a
vastly inferior box within a box called the Type B, or SUper Tiger, which
faileQ even seven mph impacts on a 24" x 6" steel peg.
Our ad did not contain any "misrepresentations, misleading
inuendos, and outright falsehoods •.. " as charged by our op·
ponents- it only raised some justifiable questions. In light of these ahd
many more unanswereo qUestions on safety, we urge everyone. to join
Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping.
Jeremiah Johnson
Albuquerque Coordinator
CARD

KENNETT, MO. (UPI)Kidnappers have got Kenneth
Gardner's goat.
To be exact, thieves have stolen
several goats from Gardner in the
last few months, as well as other
animals from persons living along
the levee of a flood drainage ditch
in Southeast Missouri.
Dunklin County Sheriff Tom
Crunk said the latest incident was
reported Sunday, when Gardner
tolo authorities, two kids were gone
and there was blood at the scene.
'\

The
N.M.
l'IRG tcnan·
t-landlord answering service is
operating Monday, Wednesday and
Friday from 9 w noon and Tuesday
and Thursday from l to 4 p.m.
Renters's Guides are also available
to UNM students, free, at 139
Harvard S.E.

Doc members and participating
UNM faculty and administrators
will meet for breakfast in the
Central SUB Ballroom, starting the
second annual Awareness Day.

The problem of child abuse and
child neglect will be explored today
from 3:30 to 5:00 p m., at the
Family Resource Center.

Tito's secret
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J ABLANICA, Yugoslavia (UP I) - President Josip Broz Tito at 86 the
grand old man of Eastern European politics, attributes his long jife to
revolution.
"l couldn't have imagined that after 35 years I would be back at this
place where we were in 1943," he told a luncheon marking the 35th anniversary of the World War II hattie of Neretva Sunday.
"But somebody may question how is it possible that a man in his 87th
year can still walk so upright," he said.
"From my very youth l joined the revolutionary movement and the
revolution requires full engagement and tireless, ceaseless work, which
carries a man along."

Eanes tak.es breather

by Garry Trudeau

LISBON, Portugal (UPi)- PresidentAntonio Ramalho Eanes set aside
the nation's prolonged political crisis Monday and began a five-day trip
that will take hlm to the European Parliament in Strasbourg, France, and
to Britain for a stale Visit.
In his address to the European Parliament, Eanes was expected to
emphasize Portugal's determination to enter the Common Market and
become a full member of Europe's political and economic family
bn 'tuesday Eanes will l1y to London as the guest of the British royal
family for a four-day state visit.

ASUNM-GSA poetry series
presents Judson Crews and Carol
Ueree reading form their work in
the Humanities Building at 8 p.m.
The posters arc enoncous.
Admission is free.

The l<'aculty and Professional
Women's Association of UNM will
meet tommorrow at 4 p.m, in the
Honors Center, Room 152.

Chemist
to speak
An internationally known
chemist will present a colloquium at
UNM chemistry department,
Wednesoay.
Professor Pierre Laszlo, of the
Institute of Chemistry, University
of Liege, Belgium, will present a
talk entitled "Binding of Cations to
Organic and Bilogical Molecules."
Laszlo was previously on the
faculty at Princeton University and
is a member of the New York
Academy of Sciences and the
American Chemical Society, among
others.
Among his accomplishments is
the co-authoring of the textbook
"Organic Spectroscopy: Principles
and ApgijFations."
Laszlo's area of specialty is
physical organic chemistry.
The talk will begin at 3 p.m. in
Room 101 of the UNM chemistry
building. The program will be free
of charge and interested persons arc
inviteo to attend.

15c per word
$1.00
• •
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usam" moved
A'ITICA, N.Y. (UPI)-"Son of Sam" killer David Berkowitz was
moved Monday from a psychiatric hospital to the Attica Correctional
facility, where he will work as a porter but be segregated from most of the
other inmates.
The '' .44-caljber killer" was taken before dawn from a psychiatric
center in Marcy, N.Y., and moved by van about 200 miles west to Attica,
scene of the nation's bloodiest prison riot in 1971.
A prison spokesman said Berkowwitz, 25, was placed in an area that
houses about 60 inmates where "he will be kept for some time." There are
about I, 700 inmates in other parts Of the prison.
"We won't put him in with the general population." the spokesman
said. ''After all, the guy needs protection."
Berkowitz was arrested Aug. 11, l977, at his home !n Yonkers, N.Y.,
ending a yearlong spree in New York city's Lovers Lanes in which he kiUed
six peOple, five young Women and a man.

Ann \'t'ilson, nn intcrnntionnlly
exhibited
painter and environmental ;p1d performance artist
from New York, will give a public
talk on the work of artists who arc
involved in the theatre. The talk
will be at 8:30 p.m. in Room 2018
of the Fine Arts Center.

A choice of College Degree shanks:
• Medicine
• Business
• Education

• Pharmacy
• Liberal Arts
• Engineering

A NEW UNM CLASS RING·
A NEW METAL "ULTRIUM"

SAVE$10.00.

A choice of Imported Birthstones·
either faceted or smooth top.
A choice of one of the following options:

Herff Jones

r7J!Jtrtltlll

• Imperial Cut Birthstone
• Simulated Diamond or Birthstone in a panel
• Genuine Jade, Tiger Eye, Gat's eye.
• Sunburst Birthstone.

The mcred>ble NEW JEWELERS
ALLOY thai offers GR(AT DOLLAR
SAVINGS. EXCEPTIONAL DURABILITY
and a FULL GUARANTEE

NOTE: Above rings are also available in 10K
yellow and White gold. Please check With the
bookstore for current prices.
Any Gold ring ordered before November 18th
will have a choice of options at no extra
charge.
RINGS will be on display at the l\llain
Bookstore on November 13 & 17 and at the
Medical/legal Bookstore in the Medical complex·on.November 16. A representative of HerIf Jones Company will be available to assist
you.

(on Campu

Your Personal Initials engraved inside.
Regular price· Man's ring $71.25
Woman's ring $63.25
If ordered prior to November 18th,
1978 these SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
. PRIDES AND OPTIONS Will prevail. ..
Man's ring $61.25 Woman's ring $53.25

Christmas Gift Certificates available
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'Side B_y Side
B_y Sohdheim'

ARTS

Songs by the man who wrote the
lyrics for "West Side Story" will be
performed Tuesday night in
Popejoy Hall at8:15.
"Side by Side by Sondheim", the
world-wide musical hit, will feature
songs from Stephen Sondheim's
nine Broadway musicals.
The final even.t in the American culture. The relationship of these
Besides "West Side Story", studies department lecture series on groups to the culture as a whole,
audiences will hear songs from the revolution in American studies and the interdisciplinary study of
"Company", "A Little Night will be held this afternoon at 3:30 the culture will be the focus of this
Music", "Do I Hear A Waltz?", p.m. in Room 149 of Woodward a rter;10on' spa nel discussion.
"0 ypsy", "A Funny Thing Hall. The panel discussion,
This afternoon's lecture is free.
Happened On The Way To The focusing on "Women and
Forum" and "Anyone Can Minorities: The Crisis of the
Whistle".
American Dream" will be chaired
Starring in "Side by Side by by American studies Department
Sondheim" will be Hermione Chairman Sam Girgus.
Gingold, Gingold is perhaps best
Featured panel members will be
known for her award winning duet Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, a Native
with Maurice Chevalier "l American Studies coordinator;
Remember It Well" from the Peter White, the assistant editor of
musical ''Gigi".
"Minority Voices"; Helen Bannan,
Tickets for "Side by Side by from the American Studies
Sondheim" may be obtained by department; Antonio Marquez,
contacting the Popejoy Hall ticket Assistant Professor of English; and
office.
Joel Jones, associate provost of the
The Event of the Year!
University.
Girgus
emphasized
the
Ballroom Dance Club Is
emergence in the past decade of
ha vlng a Formal Dance.
scholars who arc giving voice to
previously silent segments of the
This Fabulous Dance Is
American culture. At the same
November 18, 1978
time, there is still an underlying
at 8:00P.m.
sense of unity with in the overall
Untllll:OO
P.m.
The
ASUNM
Speakers
Committee will present Thomas
Exlbltlons
Doctoral Students in EducaOliver Scott, a noted education
Live 8Gnds
tion, Southwest History or
lecturer, this evening at 8 in the
Refreshments
New Mexico History.
Kiva. Scott's lecture will be on
Door Ptlzes
!'t,>t'tl
~llhjl'l.'l thnt IJam'i !JI'l'll l'U~'N('(I ir1 ~
"The aakke Case and the Crisis In
clh~t·rhlti,ru or histur~· htHlk~? I J.,,w ull 1111~
S'3.00 pet person non mcm
Education." The Bakke case refers
matl•rial\ nt•t,_-~~an i[ ,uu·n· iut~·tt·~tt•tl in 1·~·
dJ:tiiJ!;l' for (\\ll'l'irpit•s- of\ out tlis:.l·rlnli(lfl, (;::rll
S'l.50 per person mcm
to a recent Supreme Court decision
H73-l17fiM:!44-201ll\awr.
concerning Alan Bakke, a white,
who filed suit against the University
of California, charging the school
with reverse discrimination.
Admission to tonight's lecture is
free.
Do you like quality clothing but not at

Panel Talk Toda~

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $20° 0 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

Lobo Punt Effort Losing Ground
Uy HAY GLASS
When Colorado State running
back Alvin Lewis gathered in the
punt at the UNM 45-yard line
Saturday afternoon, he was about
to shred a Lobo special team he
had tested earlier in the game.
Lewis, who returned a punt 31
yards in the first quarter, broke to
his left, running back to his 45.
Then he pivoted 180 degrees and
headed to the right sideline and a
wall of blockers. He turned the
corner and raced 45 yards untouched for a touchdown.

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

COPIES
Overnight
3Vzcea
4<sameday
No Minimum

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

College of Santa Fe
It may be the place you've been

thinking about •..
Quality Teaching, Small Classes
Faculty who know YOU.
-'
Think about it.
For transfer information
'
wr1"t e:
Dean of Admissions
Station1
College of Santa FE
or caD 982-6131
The

ASUNM Speakers Committee

cpresents

cnl-8lll0l8 Ia. Ortlmfl
Speaking on:
EDUCATION IS OUR RIGHT
The Bakke Case and the
Developing Crisis in Education
----------·-·
--·
-·
·-~-··-··

By gaining 76 yards on the only
punts run back by CSU in the
game, Lewis rolled up more yards
on two returns than UNM's opponents did on 13 returns in the
previous nine games.
The touchdown was the first
given up by UNM on a punt return
in over two years. Arizona State's
John Harris was the last opponent
to do it, racing 73 yards on Oct. 23
1976.
'
The punt coverage team,
composed mainly of first and
second string defenders, had
allowed only 13 of 54 punts to be
returned for 61 yards, a 4.7 yards·
per-return average, through nine
games.
With the two Lewis returns, the
Lobos have allowed 15 of 61 punts
to be returned for 137 yards, a 9.1
average.
"The left side (of the coverage
team) didn't take a good pursuit
angle and he (Lewis) just ran
around our containment," UNM
head coach Bill Mandt said at a
press conference Monday.
"The players just misjudged his
(Lewis') speed because we had him
cont~ined with four or five guys,"
he satd.
UNM had allowed more returns
than only two of the top 10 puntng
teams in the NCAA prior to the
CSU game.
Michigan State, the top-ranked
team, had seven of 31 punts run
back while opponents returned 11
of sixth-ranked Auburn's 45 punts.
Texas, ranked second, allowed 13
returns in 47 kicks.
South Carolina and Utah State
had 14 of 54 and 15 of 47 punts
returned, respectively, while WAC
opponent Utah allowed 16 returns
in42 punts.
Defensive coordinaator Spike
Dikes said punter Max Hudspeth
who had punted 45 times before th~
CSU game, was the main reason so
few punts were returned in the first
nine games.
"Max is punting good and, just
as important, he doesn't outkick his
coverage. He has a hang time of
around 4.3 seconds for his punts."
Dikes said the defensive
players are used on the coverage
team because they spend the entire
season concentrating on tackling.
They are better open-field tacklers
than the o(fensive players who
made up the squad for years he
said.
'
James Bell, Coleman Berry,
Robert Rumbaugh, Shirley Ray
Charles Baker imd Sharay Field~
are on the return team's front line,
left to right, with special center
Mark Venable. Matt Schaefer and
Jim Cook are behind and to either
side of Venable while Mark
Koskovich is between the center
and Hudspeth.
Nearly half of the 61 yards came
on a punt which was blocked by
New Mexico State and returned 26
yards lor a touchdown. Outside of
that miscue, the longest punt return
against UNM in the first nine
contests was nine. yards by Hawaii.
Three returns were stopped for no
gain, one was a one-yard loss and
another a three" yard loss.

8:00p.m.
Tuesday; Nov. J4
~iva Auditorium
W-'N.GM. Campus

admiSSion free

The coverage squad held two
teams, .. Nevada, Las Vegas and
Texas El Paso, to no returns on six
and. five punts three were fair
catches and the other two tolled
dead.
One punt against UTitP went
through the end zone and four were
fair catches.

From left; Hermione Gingold, Barbaro Heuman, Jock Blockton
and Stephanie Cotsirilos in "Side By Side By Sondheim," o dazzling
musical entertainment.

"Look at this place. Like the inside of a goat's stomach."
Peter Falk in "A Pocket Full of Miracles"

HearVe;

The Conning Tower II Bakke Case
POUILS.NPHOTO

Before CSU came along, the Lobo punt team had allowed
only 13 of 54 punts to be returned.

Story idea: It's about a couple of first-year law students who learn
that CBS is planning to cancel Paper Chase. Disheartened at the cruel
reality of life, they decide to quit law school and join the circus. They
then steal a brown Chevy van from the UNM parking lot and start
heading for San Diego because as everyone knows, San Diego is a real
circus. However, the van belongs to a city planner who, unfortunately
for the law students, is a local mafia chieftan who just happened to be
at UNM guest-lecturing on how best to harness the vast amount of
raw energy contained in Donny and Marie's teeth. Shocked at
discovering his van stolen, the city planner is forced to take a taxi,
which adds insult to injury because the taxi driver looks and talks
exactly like Ri<;hard Nixon. In a fit of anger, the city planner vows
revenge and sends out his two best hit-men, Tseng-Chow and Guido,
with orders to capture and bring back the thieves of the van.
Meanwhile, the two law students park the van at a shopping center
and start running through the parking lot mooning unsuspecting
senior citizens. It is there that they run into their religious leader,
Roland the Idiot. Roland is a former priest who was dismissed from
the order when it was learned that he had given a promise ring to a
Rocky Mountain Goat. Roland then formed his own sect and had as
his first two deciples the law students; they were later joined by a
former gag writer for Billy Graham, two zebras, and a pig (but a nice
guy for a cop). The sect was called The Church of Later-day Moaners.
Roland the idiot then explains to his deciples that the van they stole
belonged to a local mafia chieftan who has vowed revenge. Roland
also informs them that he has suddenly been called away to Iceland on
urgent business. Alone and frightened, the law students do what any
average law student would do; they immediately wet in their pants an
start singing the theme from American Bandstand. While they are
doing this, Tseng-Chow and Guido sneak up behind them. TsengChow gives the song a 91 and says it's got a good beat and says he
would definately buy that record. Dick Clark then averages out the
two scores to a 97 and gives Tseng-Chow and Guido each a bottle of
Clearasil and one gross of Lifesaver lollypops.
Tseng-Chow and Guido take the two law students back to the city
planner who is eagerly awaiting their return at his place of business, a
shoe-horn factory which also serves as a front for mafia operations, a
pornographic book store and the regional governors conference. The
law students are taken to a dark, drab room where they are strapped
to large, wooden chairs and are unable to move. On one wall is a
large, two-way mirror. Ip the next room, the city planner sits and
laughs sadistically as he anticipates what is about to happen. After
securing the law students, Tseng-Chow and Guido join the city
planner in the next room and all three watch as the "punishment"
begins. Screams ofterror can be heard. The .law students are subjected
to unbearable pain. They beg for mercy but none is given as the three
maniacle hoodlums gaze in sheer delight while the law students arc
mercilessly subjected to the most inhumane torture known to man:
They are forced to sit there and watch reruns of Laverne and Shirley.
-Reuben Sanchez

Johnson Has
IJy AND HEW CAHDONA
In a gym provided by the
Albuquerque
Parks
and
Recreation Dept. on Williams
street in the south valley, UNM
student Jim Johnson an amateur
boxer can be found in one of his
practice sessions.
Hitting the punching bag and
demonstrating his footwork,
Johnson shows the boxing style
that made him last years runnerup in the regional golden
tournament
in
gloves
Albuquerque.
"I take my training serious"
says Johnson. "Boxing is not a
seasonal sport. It's a year round
event that requires a fighter to
stay in top shape."
The UNM boxer has accumulated an impressive I 7-5
record since he started fighting a
few years ago.
His coach Jose Turrietta says
Johnson is talented athlete. "He
has a bright future in boxing. He
could turn professional now and
probably do well."
The UNM fighter is currently
in training for the Police
Athletic LeagUe National
Boxing Tournament to be held
this month in Albuquerque.
Fighters from around the
country
will
come
to
Albuquerque to represent their
local PAL organization in the
tournament.

POLING

Jim Johnson
The UNM fighter says that he
has been working out four hours
a day for the last few months in
preparation for the upcoming
tournament.
He said "Besides the golden
gloves this tournament is one of
the largest in the nation."
The UNM fighter hasn't
considered turning professional
at this point. He says he feels he
is not ready to take that step.
Besides pursuing an amateur
boxing career Johnson is
working on is M.A. in business
administration.

Food Policy Changes
Once again, you'll have to eat your hot dogs and drink your soft drinks
only on the concourse at the UNM "Pit".
A one-night experiment with food and drink in the seating area of the
UNM Arena proved unpopular with the fans and will not be continued
UNM Athletic Director Lavon McDonald said.
'
"OUr_fans, in effect, voted 'no' in an overwhelming way and we're going
along wtth them," McDonald said.
The experimental policy change was tried at the Nov. 6 exhibition
basketball ?a~e with a traveling. Russian. team. Fans at the game and
af~enyards md1cat~d that they preferred the former policy limiting eating,
dnnkmg and smokmg to the concourse.

Entries Due Today
The. i~tramural program in conjunction with Budweiser Brewery is
;onductmg the 2n? annual Super Sport contest this weekend. The contest
1s open to all full-lime students who are not on a varsity team.
Four men and women make up a team which will compete in six events·
volleyball, obstacle ~ourse, 880 relay, frisbee throw, six pack pitch alld tug:
o-war. All events ~til ~se three men and three women (so that means two
team members Will Sit out each event) with the exception of obstacle
course, where two men will compete.
All entries must be tl!rr'led in by today at 5 p.m., intheirttratnural office
room 230 of Johnson Gym. A coaches meeting (each team is also allowed
two coaches) IS scheduled at Thursday in room J 54 of J .G.
Team 1i1embers should pla11 on competing Friday and Saturday moming
8-11.

Subject Of
Lecture

II

USED & NEW CLOTHING
Today's high prices?

Arts Events
Tuesday, November 14
Panel; American studies department presents "Women and
Minorities: The Crisis of the
American Dream," a panel
discussion, 3:30 p.m., Woodward
Hall, Room 149. Free.
Performance; "Side By Side By
Sondhcim," starring Hermione
Gingold, 8:15 p.m., Popejoy Hall.
Admission charge.
Recital; Paul Nielsen, guitar, 8: I 5
p.m., Keller Hall. Free.
Wednesday, November 15
Slide Show; Women's Studies
presents "Power And Violence On
Record Album Covers" by Har·
marty Hammond, 7:30p.m., SUB,
Room 231-E. Free.
Concert; PEC presents Arlo
Guthrie, with Shenandoah, 8:15
p.m., Popejoy Hall. Admission
charge.
Film; "Films a Ia New York, Part
2," 8 p.m., SUB Theater.
Admission charge.

WE'VE GOT THEM!!!
I:adies dress- pantsuits- skirts- puntsJeans· coats- scarves -jewelry nightwear- evcningwear- blousesjackets- furs- hats.
-India Import Cottons
-Vintage "1940's -1950's" Funky
Clothing
-Layaway plan available
- We also take clothing on consignment
-

JAN'S RITZY RAGS
2823 San Mateo NE
Hours: 10 • 6 Tues. thru Sat.
Phone: 883-8755

Why Just
An Ordinary
Sandwich?
When you can have a Schlotzsky at

THE PRIVATE LITTLE TOE

i

I.

I

l

Thursday, November 16
Film; Women's Studies presents
"Salt of the Earth," 6:30 p.m.,
Education Building, Room 103,
Free.
Film; ''On The Waterfront," 7 and
9:15 p.m., SUB Theater,
Admission charge.
Drama Performance; UNM theater
arts department presents "The
Shadow Box," the opening performance for the New Mexico
College Theater Festival, l p.m.,
Rodey Theater.

The troops were marching and on the go
When the private stubbed his little toe.
He told his sergeant sent him to the medico
Alas, alas, oh sorrow and woe.
The sergeant sent him tothe medico
Who looked at the private's little toe.
It's to the hospital he must go.
Alas, alas, oh sorrow and woe.
Doctors said tonsils made him so,
Others his appendix is what must go.
No mention was made of the little toe.
Alas, alas, oh sorrow and woe,

"•

After operations, a dozen or so,
The private was ready and raring to go.
A nurse put a bandaid on his little toe.
Hurrah, hurrah, no more sorrow and woe.

Correction
Sid Shiplacoff

I

In yesterday's Arts Events, we
said that there was no admission .
charge to see the plays in the New
Mexico College Theater Festival.
That was wrong, There is an ad"
mission charge to see each play in
the Festival. Sorry. JW

Sandwich Shops
Just One Sandwich .•.
It's That Good
2114 C~ntral SE
(1/2 block West of Y •le)

842-9597

Call ahead for Quicker Service and Carry~Outs
Open 7 days a week

·-

I !.

..
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'SlKOO DOWN, rAKf· OVHt
14 wak, (')ilflt<dly
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Now
New Mexico Daily Lobo
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Marron Hall Room 131
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PERSONALS

1.

<·oN 11\C 'J S'!'/?
( awy Opticul {

r

POl .ISIIINO &

OII1Jl~IIY.

!'0\JNO~

SOl HI IONS

2(1'i H84(J.

12/0 I

A (c'"-;DID\-r ~~ Nr· (}f{M A' r Io-N-A»>tTr~o;trat.'CfllJOU, 'llc:rJii.nllJon, ilhnrtion. Highl Lo
{'houw.2cN017l.
11/20
"i na)r·NT."i 0 AWA!tD- WJNNINO Piwtugraphy nn-d
Jl!!Ctr~· 1J1 l!NM'~ OIH'o/litc:HU)' Hlll!(ll/lne. On ~;de Ill
Marrnn llniJ Room lOS ..$1.00. Now at:ccpllnR
-.ubnm~iom

to I!Clll

~'()fm"U\(lrl;<111277

~~~uc

For more h1fcmnatluu

56%. Evening\87:1-II}(M.

---·--·

tfn

--:
..
KICK IN ("ONCl~R I Wllh lot·al gro\JJLI.}puikr lk>c 1
llrmmSlJfJUullmom lht•bc~r.Juharclrm:k
lfn
<,NA'Nc-:viJN(j~ ANJ)"',o~·;;~-t:ful;.~-rhOI~~
-··---~--.-

~-,-~~-

-----·-·~~---

i-r;s

I'RI .

}_47 IJHI9

12101

.., ntrli-N lS;-AWAR D wfNNr~N(rph~;t;grapl;y "Wid
fllll'lfY m tlNM'\ tart/library mngntiw:. ou ~11le iu
Marmn I loall. l(n<ml IO'i. $!_(X). Now fl(.:n:pling_

.. uhJmWurl., tu
~·nmt•Jrlot

nc~tt

J<.~uc.

l'ur more mfmmatwn
tfn

rall277 ~Ni(i. r•vcnrug~871-I'XI4

Hr-A<·K~Mi-:r ri lN-G AJ;p Rii:NncESIIl J){
( llllliON fcc). Wntc. ktll:mdo D.cl.con, In 4 Box
ll'i 1), !.;auia h,

N~·w

Ml'XIcU, 87:'i01.

!VOl

\PH ·'iAi -·-iil(iNIZ- {•fii<·J·S

·throu~h the t·ocktnil
huur ;\1 Ned'~
11/14
WHA J'S lJP J){){----;=:---t·l:lppm;.-.\ i\ a lwrkr rn:c
\'J~lljltl\ --·~.--.~-. ~'
11/14
Wll•\ I 'S lJil DOC' Dl•fuuuon of Adnunimntive
rl'~pnmihilily: to provitlr u publrc conmlllllictttiotJs
W~l,'lll rm the Ucaf.
11/14
w!iA J'·s UP DOC I !clio Wall! 1'hnnk~ fur 11or
IUillllllgllllOiUYI:ilm:.
11/14
WIII\1'S UP 00('

!lllppinc~s isn!I)W·gr~

!c;tdlll~

Ill u wheclclmir ac~es~iblc bitthromn.
I .1/.14
WIIA l'S liP DO(' - Totlay is Awnrcnc.~s Dny
~P~~n~orc-d by J)isllblcd On C'amp\1~- All UNM
~uu.leul~. facuhy ~nd shtfr arc itrvircd to drup by the
Cenlml SUR llallromn Barn tn 4prn rot demon·
~mttinns, di~plays

and di~cu~sinn.
I 1/14
WANTED: ONH l/SilD ("OI.OR TV IN GOOD
RUNNING ('QNOITION. CALL IH.Ue LORRY
AS SOON 1\S I10SSIBl.E.
11114
f•FRRY'S Pll'.ir.A. l1 lZZA by the: slice und pun,
Spl"<'ial~ rcouuring fre~h st~lnds.
ActO\~ fmm UNM.

WOMAN'S UOLD WllH.:h wHh broken

llaml IJcnllfyand clair11, Marron Hall. Room 105.

1rn
(<iM) (Jn pr~cc of lcuthcr work, in
~~~~c~! !~!_!_II. Claim MMron llnll, Room 105.
tfn
FOUND: ROOM 1020 of new Art Uuildillg: men's
~WCllll'r W/\ucdc dc~ign. Claim Marron 1-l<tll, Room
IU~
Lfn
HltJNJ3: ROCK WEI.!. AC Adnptcr uu ht t1oor of
SUR C'Jmm Marron Hull Room lOS.
tfn
I·'Ol/NlJ-

KI~YS

1-<HJND: I KHY neur

book~torc. ltlcnlify

omd drum

Marron I lull 105.
1!/14
IU·WARD FOR R/·.TURN of or infu concerning rccl
female dotwrman. Recently ~paycd, still ha~ ~uturc~.
I ml

Cnrli~lc- Murqucl(c

ilfler :'ipm November 6, 1978.
ll/14

u,-R 7GR7m247-211Jl,Knthy.

f·OUND IN NDRTJ I rwrking Jot, women's glasses •
h-'!:nltfy & claim, Room 105, M<~rrolt J Jail.
J J/14
('(HJND: /U'. !)'I YJ 1~ book in Jrrurnali~m Jlldg.
11120
Identify mtd dni1o 111 Jourmtli~m Room 216.

·-----·----------

3.

SERVICES

TYPI~-i'J

n~RM

PI\PI•RS,

thc~i'>, rc\lllllC~.

299·

12101

H97£L

KINKO'S IYPINO SERVr<'lf {IUM Selectric) and
now 1-min\1\C Pn~~port
261:1 ff:'ll 'i. We do key~.

Pholo~.

ruqti~llcd.

~lfl

ul $141 (XI
8114. /{(."Sell
11117

nH>ROOM, 2 bllt.h lownlrou~e
( _;upetcc.l. Fcncci;l, $Hi~. btlh Pllll.i. 262·l151 Valley
!tcmal~~~-5 fcc
ll/17
{,RJ.~A'i nti'Y()N 1m <~dobc home inlhc !'-lowrttown
nre~. wtth one bedroom, OllC bath. Comph::tely
renovuted, tlm i~ an exceptional finl home. can Pam
II all, Wnlkcr-Hinkle Company at 268-4Hl, or 2559218.
11/14
$!5CJ 3 UHDROOM, BILLS paid. J block.~ for UNM,
fircpl<:~ce, basement sta.~h. 262-1751 Valley Rentah.
$]~fcc.
11/17
FINELY f'URNIS:HEI) EASTSlDE I bedroom:
p;JIJO, fenced, .$95, most bill~ paid. 262·1751, Valley
Renlal~- $1'i fcc.
ll/17
S'll/1>10 AP'r. r·OR rent, clean, ncar UNM, one
block mnth or Central. Cn11265-6966 or 26R-0504.
11120
LARGE I BEDROOM UNFURNISHED ap;utment
in dup)t:~. Close tl.l UNM. Nice yard. $165 piU5
utilities. 40'JSpruce NE. 344·6330 after 5.
II/ 15
MELLOW PERSON WANTED to sh<~re house
w/Urnd. SLUdenq dt)wnlown, 15 blocks campus.

z·

$100/mo. 242-4168.

5.

11120

FOR SALE

I 0 SPEED UIKE, ' 1 l•rec Spirit''. flxt:ellent eo11dition.
Coruac1 C'lifr or C'indy 277-5407 1Jam-2pm/4-6pm.
$55 or bc5t ofrer.
11/14
SAN MARCO COMET Ski boots, yellow, Like new.
$4(1,()(1. HBJ-1467 aflcr 5.
I IllS
UARRARD TlJRNTABI.H W/NEW Grado car~
tridgc. Scot I amplifier. $50.00 ca. Good cond. 84Jn.45,
11/15
SPI~('I_AL SALE JRI. #4311 Studio Monitors. Will
tukc tm(.]c-. Hi-Fi 1-Jousc, 3011 Monte VIsta NE. II/ 17
HFAR .li1L SPEAKERS. Rccclvc free Cal Jam
pmlcr. 1-li-Fi House, 3011 Monic Vistu NB.
111-17

6.

EMPLOYMENT

WORK OVI!RSEAS IN the PcuceCorps, 277-5907.
12/0J
OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER/rulllimc. Eumpc, S,
America, AuWalil\, Asia, etc. All fields, $500-1200
moulhly, cxpcn~es p;1id; ~lghtsccing. Free in f •• Write:
lntcnwlit)n>il Job Center, Uox 4490·NR Ucrkclcy. ('A
9<1704.
1210 I

No appolnlmcnl.

tfn

GUITAR LESSONS ALL -~lYles. Mnrc'~ (iUJiar
Shtdio. 2.S5-5H8(..
tfn
QA TYPJNO SUJ(VIC'E. A complete typing nnd
e(}ilorinl o;ystem. Tcchuical, general legal, mecical,
\Chola~tjc. Charts antl ta'blcs. 34:5-2125.
11/01
TYPIST ~ 24 HOUI~ SERVIC'E IBM Selectric lr,
)cau, iS!i-9426, <lfler4:00pm.
12/01
TYPING: FAST REASONABLE. 293·39.53, Pat.
12101
FAST ACCURATETYJ,INO, 266-3953.
11/20

TYI'1NC FIRSTQUAI.ITY, SSJ-7781, Holly. 11/20
HYPNOSIS (.'AN AHECT your grndcs, your
weight, or your smoking. Phone c•ynthia Nlng. 266·
1789 or 292.()370,
11120

CROW'S NEST FLOWERS
Antiques & Gifts
StJecial Love Bunch $2.50
265-8569, 265-8560
10% OFF Cash & Carry
925 San Pedro SE

Covered

.,.,-agon

J J/15

tr:r'rJCW.

,;~o PFR 100 l~NVfo.I.OPhS ~turfed and uddrcs~cd !II

hmnc Wnlt: Ut!nco l!fllcrp(is{;S Oo:o: 5239 Austin T:t.
78763. SOON.
11116
PARl TIMf.:. CASHIHR. Night~ llrtd w~;~:kends. Will
lratn. Apply in person. Frontlc:r Restal1ranr 2400
v

Ccntra!SE.

11111

PART 'TIME JOB sales, ntxiblc hours, good pay,
Pmsihle full time tlur[ng break. Call Phil Franczyk,
C.L.U."BH3·5360.
12/01
HOST WANTED. MATURE, well-dressed male
wanted. Shirt & tic 1 over 21. Cflll883·2540 or come by
The n~t;tblishment.
11/17
DAYTIME HELP. HOURS 11·7, M-F. 241-2181.
11/17

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

POETS, ARTISTS, CRF.ATORS: M!bmil your work
to UNM's arts/literary Jll<Jgi.ll.ine, Conccptiom SW.
nox 20 UNM Po!> I Office 871 J 1. Include S.A.S.l!. rot
return. Deadline Nov. 27, For inronnarion caii27756S6or873-1904c:.,.c.~.
tfn
CHEAP WATER BEDS AT Water Trips. $99 buy~
yolJ: {I) 1\ny sit.e dark WiJlnut stained frame, {2)
safety liner, (3) foam insul<~Wd comfort pad, (4) lin)'
si7e maurt:ss wilh 3-yr. gu~rMtee. $99 at Water
Trips. :l407 C.c111ral NE. 25.5-2289.
04/05
FREE KlrrENS, HEALTHY, cute! Will deliver.
C~ill344-()446pr891-l249.
11/14

New IVIexico

Expose yourself to
the Rockies. Ski New
Mexico.

DAILY

Wednesday, November 15,1978

DARTS! STUDENT SPECIAl.: profcs~ionnl bri~tle
board and set of nickel-silver darts with case. Lim for
$52, sfx!"<;!ial $39•.50. ll~S:30 Tues-Sat. 1.56·7103. The
D.arl Store (in The Silver Sunbeam) 3409 Central NE..
ll/20

TODAY'S CBDSSIDID PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Skink
5 Easy10 Joust
14 Stag
15 French an·
nuity
16 "I get it": 2
words
17 Too dyed
19 Petition
20 Tents
21 Affairs
23 Outward:
Anat.
26- and con
27 Convalescents'
abode:
2 words
30 Strafe
34 Scientific
suffix
35 Switzerland's
neighbor
37 United
38 Motel of
yore
39 Repairs
shoes
41 As written:
Music
42 Rest
43 Result

44- heat
45 Needlework
47 Sturdily
50 Female ruff
51- poker
52 Repudiates
56 Models
60 Picture
61 Of official
papers
64 Picket
65 Cheer
66 Flightless
bird
67 Coaster
68 Know the69 Eject
DOWN
1 - put
2 Roof part
3 - school
4 Thoroughfares
5 "The Count
of

Monte-"
6 Layer
7 Emmel
8 Thing
9 Ripe fruit: 2
10
11
12

13

words
First-rate
Dot of land
Stare
Receptions

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved·
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Index

j~i

C:t?.

18 Calif. lnst.
of 22 Cards

24 Out of order
25 Deviations
27 Crakes
28 Man's nickname
29 Tendon

31 Modeled
32 Inner: Anat.
33 On tap
36 Alaskan native
39 Revive
40 Procreate
44 Relies

Ski New Mexico

46 Pressed
48 Makes dirty
49 Andre-:
Fr. poet

Pages 5-11

(Where to do it, how
to do it, what to do it

52 Immerses

53 Ending for

in.)

angel or mag
54 Flatfish
55 Alone
57 On the crest
of
58 Burden
59 Sluggish
62 Outdo

/

Travel New Mexico
Sports
Arts

Pages 12-17
Pages 18-22
Page 23

63 N. Amer. In·
dian

1004 Central, S.E.

WriOIS!lAVEANDRICK'1

11/14
11/14

PIHI.-CHRJSTMAS SALF is on! All jewelry ho"e~.
prpc~. IJ;ttnplu:nmlia - .incen~e · lrghtcrs-- bon&5. only
at Pipe& Tctb:tCl'O Koatl- 107 ('orne liSE M·l' 8;J0-6,
Sat l0-4

11120

lll-10 fOORAPIIY
STUOI;NTS,
IIOUHYISTS!
Ctl~j()IJI blaek·nnd-whjlc procc~~ing, pr111tHiS- J•inc!lrllill (If J1USh-proccs5ing or film. I land work, tender

4.

Maken of """" Melle
lntli•n jewelry

HOUSING

ROOM FOR RPNT in Valley home, SIOO ph1~
IUilltic~ with fircplnl'e, hardwood noor'il. l~iftccn min.
from ca111nu~. ('all Mike at811-S9J9.
11117

love :md care o( )'our JltCCIOII~ negative~. Cc:nunct
-shed~ :~nd high-quality cu~tom cnlargcmcrm,
lllllll11llll.!!. etc. Advice if nskttl. Call 26.~·244,4 or
cohJ~;Io 17J1'(lirunf Ulvd, N.H.
fl/11

NOD HIU. MOTEL. Reasonable claily and weekly
rntc~. 3111 Central SE. Ncar UNM. Pllonc255-3172
ll/17
ONE BEDROOM r;URNISl-IED upt. one block to
llNM. Twin or double beds. $195 include~ utilities.
Vnr~uyHome 141 ColtunbiaSE.
11122

I'AS..'ii'OR.'r, ID£~NTIFJ('ATION PHOTOS, l.owcM
pn~c~ in 1own · J for $3.7$1 Fa~1. fJicaSill!-1. Ncar

ROOMMATE WAN'rED: FEMALE to 'i.hnrc NE
AlhuqUCr<JtlC apl. Rent negotiable. 293-9316 artcr

LINM. Cnll265-2444 or coulc to 1717 Oinrrd Ulvd.
Nl·
12/(ll

2.

rmyment~

\\'ORK~Il IJY 1'0'-ll!ICJN AVAILAULL
l.ibnny
nv.i~lant l ~ 20 hour~ pt!r week, mu't work MWF
lum.h < mHm:l Womc:n'~ Ccnh:r, 277·3716 for in-

10:00 pm.

12101

In~AUTIFUL IMMI\CULA'TE J bedroom, I ~~ J/4
bath, f:J.ntily room. Nenr Juan Tabo & Copper NE.

AvHilnblc arOUild Nov. 1Sth. Rcrercnces, $175/mo.
Mr~. tec-255·3991 or 291·1603 1 e\'cning 292-;\802.

LOST & FOUND

llll4

r'INI1 YOliRSHl.IIIN the Pctacc Corp!>. 211·5901
12101

Barry's Electronic

Repair
505 San Pedro SE 265-0335
FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S
with valid UNM 10
We rejJalr·stereosj tv's! tapesj and

OlDTOWN

Pre-Hire
Temporary
Services
Jobs! Jobs! Jobs!
Cash Daily!!!
Laborers,
Domestics,
Clerical,
needed.
Wages above Minimum.
No fee, must have tran·
sportation and phone
1200Son Pedro NE
262·1946
Parking in rear

also-haveiJ.Iect!on!G-parts in stock.

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
tirtles(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): I. Personals;
2. Lo>t & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. 'fravel
8. Miscellaricous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertisin~ Rates
I5c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms c:.sh in fHivanCl'
Hours: H::30

A.~l.

~lond:n·

to 4::30 1'.~1.
thru Frida,

~~ arron Hall, Honill lOS
~fail
t1:'-i~1

Enclosed $_ _ _ _ Placed by

Box 20,

To

l'niH·r~ity

of :'-ie{, \le\ieo

Albuquerque, :">t'\\. ~lexit'O !)7l:l!
FISHER PHOTO

•

